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Introduction
Heritage institutions – libraries, archives, and museums – traditionally bear the responsibility
of preserving the intellectual and cultural resources produced by all of society. This important
mission is now in jeopardy around the world due to the sheer volume of information which is
created and shared every day in digital form. Digital technology, in dramatically easing the
creation and distribution of content, has generated exponential growth in the production of
digital information. The digital universe is doubling in size every two years and will grow
tenfold between 2013 and 2020.1 Preserving this vast output is difficult, not just for its extent,
but because much of it is ephemeral. Digital information does not have the same longevity as
physical objects, documents, and books, which often will survive for centuries. Digital file
formats, storage media, and systems are ever evolving, jeopardizing the future readability
and integrity of digital heritage over much shorter timeframes than does the deterioration of
paper and physical objects, and its availability for capture is fleeting. The survival of digital
heritage is much less assured than its traditional counterparts in our collections. Identification
of significant digital heritage and early intervention are essential to ensuring its long-term
preservation.
To assist heritage institutions in undertaking this vital task, the UNESCO/PERSIST (Platform
to Enhance the Sustainability of the Information Society Transglobally) Project has created
these Guidelines on the selection of digital heritage for long-term preservation. PERSIST
arose out of the Memory of the World Conference in Vancouver, Canada (September 2012),
which issued the UBC/UNESCO Vancouver Declaration, The Memory of the World in the
Digital Age: Digitization and Preservation, a call for action to preserve the world’s digital
heritage before it is too late. In response, PERSIST was launched at an international
conference in The Hague, The Netherlands (5 and 6 December 2013), as a collaborative
venture of UNESCO, the International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions
(IFLA), the International Council on Archives (ICA), and other partners. PERSIST is
organized into three task forces (policy, technology, and content) each addressing different
challenges to long-term digital preservation. These Guidelines have been prepared by the
Content Task Force for discussion by UNESCO and the heritage community.
The aim of the Guidelines is to provide an overarching starting point for libraries, archives,
museums and other heritage institutions when drafting their own policies on the selection of
digital heritage for long-term sustainable digital preservation. Existing institutional policies
may be assessed against the Guidelines and revised if required. The Guidelines address a
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diverse audience. As digital heritage may differ widely between communities, regions and
countries, its preservation requires engagement and cooperation of both the public and the
private sectors, as well as content creators. While public institutions may have the primary
legal responsibility for managing heritage collections, the private sector must also face the
challenge of preserving and ensuring access to its digital information. It may be for regulatory
requirements and responsibilities to shareholders, but there is also a corporate social
responsibility to support the sustainable growth and development of their communities,
regions, and the world by retaining valuable digital heritage and making it accessible for
future generations. The Guidelines acknowledge that libraries, archives, museums and other
related organizations are different in mandates, operation and methods used in collecting
and managing their holdings. However, with the development of information technology and
the growing user demand and expectation of fast and integrated access across library,
archives and museum collections, all heritage institutions and information providers face
similar challenges in the selection and preservation of digital materials. The Guidelines thus
target institutions, professionals and administrators on every level and in every region of the
world in order to review existing material for selection, highlight important issues, and offer
guidance when drafting institutional policies. The Content Task Force also acknowledges
that there is an ethical dimension to the issue of selecting heritage for preservation but will
not explore this in detail at this stage.

The role of National institutions and networks
National institutions should play a vital role providing leadership to their heritage communities
on issues of digital selection and preservation. In many countries, designated national
institutions have legislation related to the legal deposit of cultural heritage for example of
published material and/or the deposit of official records of their governments. Existing
legislation, where it covers only physical material, should be adapted to cover digital material.
Acquiring and collecting digital heritage, through diverse channels and platforms, requires
significant effort and resources. National web domains for example can range from
thousands to millions of websites; on which millions to billions of files are posted, updated or
deleted daily. Even offline there is a great amount of digital heritage worth being kept for the
future (for example, raw data from research, government records, private digital files of
organizations and individuals). The scope of this challenge makes it natural for large,
national institutions to take a leading role, whether by establishing proper policies and
systems to collect and manage digital material or leading collaborative networks in the
adoption of shared selection and preservation models. We recommend that national
institutions and networks develop national selection strategies in consultation with their
heritage communities. It is critically important that other partners, such as governments,
academic institutions, research centres, non-profit and private sector organisations take on
digital stewardship roles and responsibilities. For example, national institutions could jointly
define the standards and processes of collecting, organising and preserving digital
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information while various other partners can complement these standards and processes.
International organizations (such as ICA2, IFLA3 and ICOM4) should be involved in this work
as preservation of digital heritage is a global challenge.

The impact of the Legal environment on selection
The legal environment has important implications for the selection and preservation of digital
heritage. International and national laws, which vary widely, regulate the dissemination,
duplication, access and use of digital heritage, but the Internet transcends territorial
boundaries, often making it difficult to identify rights-holders and which or whose laws apply.
Government laws and regulations respecting the protection of intellectual property rights,
privacy of persons, confidentiality of “state secrets”, and public access to information all
affect what and how digital heritage can be preserved, and if and when it can be made
accessible to the public. Copyright legislation, save for specific exceptions and limitations
may prohibit the making of copies and raises new issues in a digital environment in which
duplication may be necessary for long-term preservation. Moreover, digital materials are
often software dependent for search and retrieval, and this software may also be protected
by copyright. Some countries have enacted laws to prevent circumvention of technological
protection measures used to prevent copying and redistribution, which could inhibit
preservation and impede future access to digital heritage. Legal impediments to preserving
or making accessible digital heritage will weigh heavily on selection decisions.
There is a strong risk that the restrictive legal environment will negatively impact the longterm survival of important digital heritage. Cooperation or specific agreements with rightsholders may be the only way to protect and preserve certain types of heritage (e.g. the
Library of Congress/Twitter agreement). We recommend the adoption of international and
domestic legislation aimed at overcoming barriers to the selection and preservation of digital
heritage for public access.

Thinking globally: Digital selection issues for heritage institutions
The challenge of long-term preservation in the digital age requires a rethinking of how
heritage institutions identify significance and assess value. The proliferation and abundance
of digital heritage and information, and the ephemeral nature of much of it, means that
heritage institutions must be proactive to identify digital heritage and information for longterm preservation before it is lost. What should be preserved for the long-term benefit of
humanity? Traditional forms of cultural heritage – books, periodicals, government records,
private correspondence, personal diaries, maps, photographs, film, sound recordings,
2
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artefacts, and works of art, to name a few – now have digital equivalents, which often fit well
within our existing practices and mandates. But the digital environment has created new
forms of expression, ranging from web pages and interactive social media sites to private
research databases and online gaming environments that blur boundaries and lines of
responsibility and challenge past approaches to collecting.
Existing mandates and collecting policies often do not cover these new forms of digital
heritage. Our collective neglect of these new forms raises the risk of creating large gaps in
our cultural heritage for future generations. As an example, even though the value of
individual posts on blogs or social media may be marginal, collectively they constitute a
unique record of contemporary society, the discussions, thoughts, and achievements of
billions of individuals. If preserved, they will represent an incomparable source of knowledge
for future generations. Focusing only on the “best” part of this output would introduce biases
and prevent any analysis of contemporary digital creation as part of a whole. But few, if any,
heritage institutions have the resources, and in some cases the rights, to harvest and
preserve en bloc this social output in digital form. This is the paradox of selection in the
digital age. Selection is as essential, as it is economically and technically impossible, and
often legally prohibited, to collect all current digital heritage. Selecting for long-term
preservation will thus be a critical function of heritage institutions in the digital age.
Though some of the traditional boundaries between libraries, archives, and museums are
blurring in the digital age, these different communities still have core interests common to
each preserve heritage. As a result, particular issues are of more or less relevance in each
community:
Libraries will face the challenge of digital selection with respect to e-publications, harvesting
web sites, and proprietary content in social media sites like Facebook and YouTube. National
libraries striving to build a comprehensive collection, often with a strong tradition of legal
deposit, will have to adopt selection for more ephemeral publications in digital form. In the
past, selection was done, in effect, by publishers who “curated” creative output through
editorial choices that determined what would be published. In the democratized world of selfpublishing and e-books, national libraries will have to modify past comprehensive
approaches and adopt criteria to select for long-term preservation. But not all libraries are
“memory” institutions, many only have a mandate to support its community’s contemporary
user or research needs. Selecting digital heritage for long-term preservation for such
institutions may focus primarily on evaluating publications already in their collection, originally
acquired for short-term use, rather than assessing new publications for acquisition.
Museums with strong and well-developed collections of physical material culture generally
acquire for permanent preservation and make collections development decisions in this
context. This material culture is now increasingly digital (machines which are driven by
computer software for example, born digital works of art, digital documentation of
6

archaeological sites, etc.). Research information related to the physical holdings of museums
is also increasingly digital. Digital heritage in museums thus can be divided into the following
categories: born digital items in the collection, digital or digitized information about the
collection and digital representations of physical artefacts in the collection (digital images or
3D scans for example). Due to this categorization, museums normally should prioritize the
first and second categories for long-term preservation. The second and third categories also
include institution-generated administrative records.
The importance of metadata (information about physical and digital heritage) to museums
cannot be overstated. This metadata includes contextual information created about the
physical and digital heritage before it enters the museum and contextual information created
during its life in the museum. The principle of provenance is also important to museums.
Archives traditionally also acquire original or unique records for permanent preservation and
have relied on the passage of time between their creation and their acquisition by an archive
to lend historical perspective in making selection decisions. Rapid obsolescence in digital
formats, storage media, and system hardware and software systems, however, is collapsing
the window of opportunity of selection, with the increased risk that records are lost or that
those acquired early might not have yet “proved” their significance over time. Whereas, the
published material acquired by libraries is distributed in multiple copies or widely available
online, digital archival records generally reside offline in private systems, servers, and
networks not accessible to the public. Access and selection must be negotiated with the
owners, often even with government institutions where a legislated mandate exists for
records transfer. Archives focus on the importance of authenticity, provenance, and context
in the appraisal of archival records for acquisition, but the ease of manipulation and
duplication of digital records makes it more difficult to evaluate these factors in selection. The
legal environment often dictates what digital information must be acquired by an archive and
how, or if, it can be made accessible for public access and research.
These factors which influence the selection environment are not necessarily exclusive to
each of the library, museum, and archives communities. Indeed, there will almost certainly be
some overlap. But reviewing the diversity of our communities helps illuminate the range of
issues to be faced by institutions in identifying and selecting heritage for long-term
preservation.

Acting locally 1: Strategies for collecting digital heritage
Heritage institutions must adapt their existing approaches to the digital environment. It is
likely that most will adapt one or a mix of the following strategies or approaches in fulfilling
their collecting mandates:
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Comprehensive collection
Comprehensive collecting is used to acquire all of the material produced on a given subject
area, time period, or geographic region. This approach requires significant institutional
resources, or a narrow focus. Legal deposit of publications is perhaps the most familiar
comprehensive approach, in which a national library attempts to collect the entire publishing
output of the nation through a legal requirement for publishers to deposit copies of each
publication they produce. But museums too might seek to gather all works created in a
particular time period or an archive might attempt to collect everything related to an influential
public figure.
Representative sampling
Sampling is another approach used to identify material for long-term preservation. It is often
used when an institution does not have the resources or capacity to collect comprehensively
and differentiating the material by specific selection criteria is problematic. In these cases,
sampling offers a means of capturing a representative picture, making selection and
preservation more manageable and less resource-intensive. For example, a national library
might perform regular crawls of a whole national web domain (such as .dk or .fr) to preserve
at different times a representative portrait of its national presence online. An archive might
select government case files by using a sampling methodology, such as keeping only the
most-documented cases, or those from a given year, or that begin with a given letter of the
alphabet.
Selection
An approach based on selection is used when heritage professionals – archivists, librarians
and curators – identify material for addition to their collections based on specific criteria.
These criteria can vary widely depending on the type of institution, its collecting mandate, its
resources, and the type and extent of material available for acquisition. The selection criteria
are generally expressed or defined in a collecting or acquisition policy, and may be based on
the following criteria (which may also be combined):
 Subject/Topic. An institution will focus on and attempt to document one or more
subject areas. For example, all websites dedicated to a specific painter or locality, or
a web crawl to document a specific event like a political election or arts festival.
 Creator/Provenance. An institution will focus on particular creators of heritage or
provenance. For example, an archive might acquire the digital records of authors of a
particular region; or a museum might collect works of the artists of a particular
movement.
 Type/Format. An institution might collect by the type or format of content (e.g. digital
photography, music recordings, film, video games and others).
In some cases, institutions may choose to capture all the digital heritage material now and
apply selection criteria at a later date, in a form of deferred selection.
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Acting locally 2: Developing selection criteria for a single institution
How should individual libraries, archives, and museums select, identify, and prioritize digital
heritage before it is lost? Existing institutional missions, mandates, and collection
development policies for physical collections, in most cases, will provide the starting point
and essential guidance for assessing and selecting digital heritage. These should now be
adapted to embrace new forms of digital expression.
Evaluating and assessing digital heritage should be based on many of the same principles
that underlie traditional selection, but must also now consider new issues of long-term
accessibility, use, and preservation in making selection decisions. An institution should
answer these questions by evaluating the relative significance of the digital heritage to its
mandate and public; by assessing its sustainability, that is, its capacity to preserve it for
long-term access and use; and by considering its availability in other heritage institutions,
that is, its prospects for preservation elsewhere, and what is the most appropriate institution
to preserve it. The concepts of significance and sustainability in this environment must be
evaluated in light of institutional mandates and resources. Availability looks outward to other
institutions in the heritage community to assess the level of risk to the digital heritage’s longterm survival. Particular attention must be paid to heritage that is at risk of being lost over
the short to medium term. Digital heritage with broader human significance, such as the
expressions of indigenous peoples in digital form, must be identified and preserved before it
is at risk.
Bearing in mind that every memory institution is unique in its mandate, collections policy, and
resources, we offer below a series of steps and questions that can frame digital selection
decisions. This approach can be scaled to the individual needs of institutions which are
diverse in purpose and size. Even if not adopted, these steps can form the point of departure
for an institutional discussion about the selection of digital heritage for long-term
preservation.

Decision Tree for Selection in an individual Institution
This approach consists of four steps, posed in a series of questions, to support consistent,
evidence-based evaluation:
Step 1: Identification
Identify the material to be acquired or evaluated. What is its title, creator, provenance, extent,
condition? What kind and which amount of metadata is available? Define the parameters of
the project, if appropriate. Is a simple yes/no decision sufficient, or is relative evaluation
(high, medium, low, or even a numerical valuing?) required to compare it against other
material?
9

Document/record your decision made in this step (and how you got it) and keep the record.
Ensure the record is kept up-to-date and accessible.

Step 2: Legal framework
Does the institution have a legal obligation to preserve the material? Does the institution’s
mandate or policies on digital preservation and collections development require the
preservation of this material?
 If yes, preserve. A positive decision is confirmed, no further steps are required.
Document/record your decision made in this step (and how you got it) and keep the record.
Ensure the record is kept up-to-date and accessible.

Step 3: Application of Selection Criteria
If the institution does not have a legal obligation to acquire the digital heritage, it can assess
the material using three selection criteria: significance, sustainability, and availability to
identify if it should be preserved. These criteria should be assessed in whichever order is
most efficient or effective for the institution, generally beginning with the easiest criteria to
evaluate and proceeding until a final decision is reached.
3(a) Significance
Does the long-term value of the digital heritage justify its preservation? Does it have
significant social, cultural, historical, or artistic value for the community served by the
institution? Does it have significant information, content, use, exhibitions, or research value?
How closely do these values support and align with the institutional mission and mandate?
Does the material’s provenance, rarity, uniqueness, or representativeness affect these
values? How will the institution’s stakeholders (clients, sponsors, society) be affected if this
digital heritage is not preserved?
 If the digital heritage is significant in relation to the institution’s mandate, consider
preserving.
 Document/record your decision made in this step (and how you got it) and keep the
record. Ensure the record is kept up-to-date and accessible.
3(b) Sustainability
Does the institution have sufficient budget and resources to preserve the digital heritage
material over the long-term? Does the institution have technical capacity to read, migrate and
preserve the digital heritage? Are specific rights required to transfer or migrate the material to
different file formats and physical carriers? Is sufficient metadata available to access and
preserve the digital heritage? Can the institution make it accessible for research, exhibition,
or other use to meet its public’s expectations?
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If the answers are mainly no, consider not preserving.
Document/record your decision made in this step (and how you got it) and keep the
record. Ensure the record is kept up-to-date and accessible.

3(c): Availability
Consider the general availability of the digital heritage in other institutions in the heritage
community or network. Is this institution the only one preserving this material, or are exact
duplicate copies held by other institutions? Is it rare or unique, or is it widely duplicated?
Where will it receive the most use or be of the most benefit to the public? Is it at risk at other
institutions? Is this institution the most appropriate or best-placed to preserve and make
accessible this digital heritage? Keep in mind that a certain amount of redundancy is
necessary to secure proper preservation of digital heritage5.
 If the answer is no, perhaps the digital heritage should be preserved by another
institution. But the other criteria should still be weighed against this answer.
 Document/record your decision made in this step (and how you got it) and keep the
record. Ensure the record is kept up-to-date and accessible.

Step 4: Decision
Compile and review all the records made during the process and make a decision based on
the results from steps 1 to 3. Document and record the rationale and justification for the
evaluation or decision. This is vital, both for governance and to capture important information
for potential reappraisal in the future. Prepare a written statement of the digital heritage’s
significance and its technical preservation issues, incorporating the answers to the questions
in steps 1 to 3. The arguments behind the decision are often more important than the
evaluation itself. A standard institutional evaluation form or appraisal document should be
created to capture these arguments and be a record of the decision. Document and record
all data produced during the process and keep it accessible. The documentation of the
rationale and justification for the evaluation or decision is vital, both for governance and to
capture important information for potential reappraisal in the future.
This approach is flexible, not every question will be applicable to each institution. Nor is the
order of the criteria set in stone; for example, in some cases step 3(c) might be better
assessed before steps 3(a) and 3(b), particularly if it is clear that another institution is more
appropriate. But following this approach should support heritage institutions in making better
decisions in selecting digital material for long-term preservation.
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Conclusion
The long-term preservation of digital heritage is perhaps the most daunting challenge facing
heritage institutions today. Developing and implementing selection criteria and collecting
policies is the first step to ensuring that vital heritage material is preserved for the benefit of
current and future generations.
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Appendix 1: Management of long-term digital preservation and
metadata
Selection of digital heritage is closely connected with issues related to long-term preservation
and access. Some losses of important digital heritage may be unavoidable, but the risk can
be mitigated by following best practices in digital preservation, including redundancy, active
management, and metadata management.
Redundancy
Important digital heritage, including master files with associated metadata, should exist in
multiple copies that are stored in at least two different physical locations. Heritage institutions
can use a mix of on-site, off-site, and distributed cloud-based storage, but digital originals
should be backed-up in at least one other location. Storage sites should be chosen to
diminish the risk of loss due to natural or man-made disasters and economic or political
crisis.
Active management
Heritage institutions should actively manage their digital heritage assets to ensure their
accessibility and integrity over the long term. Digital heritage should be preserved in open
and well-documented file formats, without encryption, and at least lossless compression.
This method is strongly recommended for heritage institutions in the active management of
digital objects. Storage should use two or more different types of storage media, ranging
from institutional servers to portable media (e.g. magnetic disk, optical media, or magnetic
tape).
Systems failure over the long-term can cause vital information loss to stored digital heritage.
Many institutions guard against this by using a periodic media refresh, comprising reading in
the digital data, checking for errors using error correction techniques, and rewriting on new
media. To avoid software failure digital data owners often use standards-based protocols for
access to data storage, where different storage sites are running different implementations of
the storage software. Therefore the integrity and reliability of data does not depend on the
integrity and reliability of any single implementation.
Metadata management
Metadata is usually defined as “data about data”, which though accurate, is not very precise.
In heritage institutions, the required metadata should be considered as any information (in
digital or physical form) that is essential to ensure that the digital material being preserved is,
and remains, accessible, intelligible and usable over time. Metadata provides the institution
with the information required to access and preserve digital heritage into the future.
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Heritage institutions generally preserve three key types of metadata associated with digital
heritage that are crucial to long-term preservation:
 Structural (required for the technical capacity to read digital content)
 Descriptive (containing bibliographic, archival, or museum contextual information,
which can be system-generated or created by heritage professionals, content
creators, and/or users)
 Administrative (documenting the management of a digital object while in its
collection).
If the digital heritage is the “content”, then the metadata provides the “context”.
There are five basic functional requirements for digital metadata:
Identification: The metadata must allow each digital object to be identified uniquely
and unambiguously. This will usually require a globally unique identifier to be
assigned to each item.
Location: The metadata must allow each digital object to be located and retrieved.
The long-term validity of this location data needs to be ensured so that items are not
lost when systems are migrated or updated.
Description: A description of digital object is needed to facilitate recall and
interpretation. Descriptive metadata falls into two categories: data about content and
about context. Data about the content of an item can often be re-created by
examination and consultation. It is nonetheless useful as a finding aid for resource
discovery. Data about context, where, when and by whom an item was created, what
it was used for, its place in relation to a general corpus of material, is much more
difficult to recreate once lost.
Readability: Metadata about the structure, format and encoding of digital objects is
needed to ensure that they remain legible over time. This functional requirement is
particularly important for digital objects as they cannot be read without mediating
technology. This metadata should identify the relevant standards and provide
references to the technical documentation, authority files and other related material
needed for a complete rendering of the digital resource. Care needs to be taken to
ensure that all the multiple layers of a digital object can be interpreted: from the
encapsulating file format to the representation and codification of the data itself.
Rights management: rights, conditions of use and restrictions applicable to each
digital item need to be recorded in the metadata. This metadata should identify the
applicable laws and conventions and provide references to relevant legal
documentation, contracts, etc. as well as the rights holders.
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Storage of metadata
Many digital file formats allow metadata to be embedded within the file itself. This has the
advantage of ensuring that the data and metadata remain linked. However, metadata also
needs to be stored independently from the digital resource that it describes; this is essential
to meet the functional requirements set out above. An encoded digital item, for example,
cannot be read if the code is only to be found embedded in the item itself.
Metametadata
Some data about the source of the metadata and how it was compiled is needed to establish
its reliability and authenticity; when was the metadata compiled and by whom? Was the
metadata harvested automatically or manually? What tools and techniques were used? For
future retrieval and understanding of the digital information, contextualisation is essential.
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Appendix 2: Definitions of terms
The definitions are taken from sources listed in Appendix 3.
Authenticity of digital heritage refers to the trustworthiness of a record or an item, i.e. the
quality of being what it purports to be, either as an original object or as a reliable copy
derived by fully documented processes from an original.
Content selection refers to the process of deciding which items or materials are worthy for
preservation through evaluating their significance and lasting cultural, scientific, evidential or
other value as well as the feasibility of preservation and access based on defined principles,
policies, procedures and standards.
Digital heritage means heritage which is made up of computer-based materials, whether
born digital or digitized from other formats, which emanates from different communities,
industries, sectors and regions and requires active preservation approaches to ensure its
authenticity, accessibility and usability through time.
Heritage refers to legacy from the past, what we live with today, and what should be passed
from generation to generation because of its significance and value.
Metadata means information that describes, explains, locates or otherwise makes it easier to
understand, retrieve, use, manage, control or preserve an item or information resource
through time.
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